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M A R K E T  U P D A T E

As we draw to the end of a year that has tested us beyond measure, we would like to

wish you the happiest of holidays. Wherever you are based, I hope you are able to

spend some much-needed time with your loved ones.

As anticipated, many organisations are closing their doors earlier than usual this year

to ensure holidays are utilised and that teams across the globe have the opportunity

to truly switch off, rest and prepare for 2021.   As a result, we have seen an increased

urgency to interview in the coming weeks but a decline in new opportunities being

signed off prior to January. The team at Cedar will be trading throughout the

Christmas period so please do not hesitate to get in contact if you would like to get a

head start on pipelining talent for the new year.
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Cedar are committing to providing regular market observations as we navigate through COVID 19. If there is topic you

would like to see addressed, or, if you would be interested in connecting please email hayleyd@cedarrecruitment.com

On 23rd November ‘’French food group Danone announced new cost-savings

targets and said it planned to become a more “local-first” organization worldwide, as

part of efforts to adapt to a post COVID-19 market’’ (CNBC). As part of this plan it will

increase power to the local regions a strategy that has been discussed heavily by

leading CPG providers around the world for the last six months. It will be interesting

to see who follows suit as we head into a new calendar year and the affect this may

have upon Global procurement functions and the development of existing

employees.

 

As 2021 approaches and discussions centre upon how and when offices around the

world are able to re-open safely, this update will focus solely upon the facilities

category. Many of our clients and candidates have provided us with some

exceptionally valuable insights into this area which we have summarised below:

https://www.cedarrecruitment.com/disciplines/cedar-europe-procurement-and-supply-chain
http://www.cedarrecruitment.com/


The execution of real estate strategies to reduce and repurpose office space

remains under the spotlight. This is an extremely complex area for procurement

professionals who need to work cross-functionally to determine ‘the purpose of the

office’ in alignment with the company culture, values, and way of work. It has of

course become clear that professionals can complete their duties effectively outside

of traditional workplaces. More vulnerable industries such as hospitality appear to

be making and executing decisions at a greater pace to support support

organizational liquidity and recovery.

With the reduction of office space, it has been vital for organisations to re-

evaluate their FM needs and determine which essential FM services are required

to lower the category cost.  Office designs have been forced to evolve in order to

accommodate the need for social distancing with the expectation of a longer-

term continuation of COVID 19.  As expected, there has been an immediate

focus on operational health & hygiene such as increased cleaning regimes and

the enablement of a touchless employee experience wherever practical.

Thankfully, demand shortages for vital equipment such as PPE have plateaued

with the focus turning to extended-term provision and cost optimisation.

As anticipated, there has been a rapid increase in technology adaption to ensure

workplace safety. One example would be the introduction of app-based contact

tracing systems that immediately alert facilities teams as to who has come into

contact with an infected employee. Other examples include workstation

technologies that manage efficient occupancy and hybrid workforce

productivity. A number of our clients have also reported their FM providers are

working to introduce new equipment in attempt to minimize the risk of COVID

transmission across the workplace. Something that has been regularly

mentioned is ultraviolet air sanitation lights within air conditioning units.

There appears to have been a marked increase in RFP activity within the FM

category with the objective of optimizing cost base to services.

Compliance monitoring to COVID 19 prevention measures and government

requirements are being closely scrutinised by FM service providers. This is fed

back to clients with SLA’s and reports being monitored by both procurement

and a number of other functional areas.
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As candidates remain hesitant to relocate, many global companies are showing

flexibility in basing talent across multiple European locations. This is in contrast

to previous policies that required corporate teams to be located in Head Office

settings.

In direct reference to the above point, we have observed an increase in the

number of European leadership positions that can be based out of London.

Clients appear more open to providing sponsorship for those who remain willing

to relocate. This has been a positive step in ensuring they are able to consider a

wide range of professionals.

There has been a notable increment in demand for candidates with regional

expertise over global which may be directly linked to the ‘local is the new global’

approach being favoured by many organisations.

The interim market has been quiet throughout Q2 and Q3 but with green shoots

appearing in Q4 the demand for high quality, experienced interims to add

instant value to organisations finally seems to be turning a corner.

As we move in to 2021 furlough periods will come to an end, tough decisions

around redundancies will be made and new team structures confirmed the role

of a professional interim will be in high demand. Companies will need to look at

every opportunity to strip out cost from their business, renegotiate contracts and

improve processes and efficiencies. 

We have recently been working with several SME’s on Greenfield Procurement

roles. These businesses had not previously seen the need for a dedicated

Procurement resource / function but in light of current trading conditions have

realised the importance that a well-run, mature Procurement function can bring

to an organisation. We believe there will be many more small and mid-sized

business who will follow suit in 2021.
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